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Abstract. We have extended the coupled mesoscale atmosphere and chemistry model COSMO-ART to account for
the transformation of aerosol particles into cloud condensation nuclei and to quantify their interaction with warm
cloud microphysics on the regional scale. The new model
system aims to fill the gap between cloud resolving models
and global scale models. It represents the very complex microscale aerosol and cloud physics as detailed as possible,
whereas the continental domain size and efficient codes will
allow for both studying weather and regional climate. The
model system is applied in a first extended case study for
Europe for a cloudy five day period in August 2005.
The model results show that the mean cloud droplet number concentration of clouds is correlated with the structure
of the terrain, and we present a terrain slope parameter TS
to classify this dependency. We propose to use this relationship to parameterize the probability density function, PDF,
of subgrid-scale cloud updraft velocity in the activation parameterizations of climate models.
The simulations show that the presence of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and clouds are closely related spatially.
We find high aerosol and CCN number concentrations in the
vicinity of clouds at high altitudes. The nucleation of secondary particles is enhanced above the clouds. This is caused
by an efficient formation of gaseous aerosol precursors above
the cloud due to more available radiation, transport of gases
in clean air above the cloud, and humid conditions. Therefore the treatment of complex photochemistry is crucial in
atmospheric models to simulate the distribution of CCN.
The mean cloud droplet number concentration and droplet
diameter showed a close link to the change in the aerosol.
To quantify the net impact of an aerosol change on the pre-
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cipitation we calculated the precipitation susceptibility β for
the whole model domain over a period of two days with an
hourly resolution. The distribution function of β is slightly
skewed to positive values and has a mean of 0.23. Clouds
with a liquid water path LWP of approximately 0.85 kg m−2
are on average most susceptible to aerosol changes in our
simulations with an absolute value of β of 1. The average
β for LWP between 0.5 kg m−2 and 1 kg m−2 is approximately 0.4.

1

Introduction

The interaction of aerosol particles with clouds is still one of
the largest uncertainties in modern climate studies (Forster
et al., 2007). Depending on their chemical composition and
size, atmospheric aerosol particles can act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) during cloud formation. Therefore, they
determine the initial size distribution of the cloud droplets
(Twomey, 1959). As a consequence, the aerosol particles
have an influence on the optical properties and microphysical processes of clouds.
Previous numerical studies followed a variety of approaches on different scales to improve the understanding of
the aerosol cloud interactions. The impact of aerosol changes
on precipitation is thereby one of the most discussed processes (Khain, 2009; Stevens and Feingold, 2009; Small et
al., 2009; Levin and Cotton, 2009; Rosenfeld et al., 2008)
in the scientific literature. Simulations of single clouds and
cloud clusters showed that depending on the cloud type the
influence of aerosol changes on cloud microphysics can affect precipitation amounts very differently (Khain, 2009 and
references therein). Due to their comprehensive cloud microphysics and the used fine grid meshes such simulations are
limited to small domains and short time scales. Stevens and
Feingold (2009) pointed out that the limitation to small scales
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is a major reason for differences in the net aerosol effect on
the precipitation amount since macrophysical buffers exist
that cannot be considered.
In contrast to small scale models global scale models investigate the possible impact of the aerosol particles on the
global climate (Quaas et al., 2009; Pringle et al., 2009;
Storelvmo et al., 2008; Lohmann et al., 2007) but are limited to coarse spatial resolutions. Therefore, the inhomogeneous distributions of clouds and aerosol particles cannot be
resolved in such models.
In most cloud-resolving models, the aerosol particles are
represented in a very general manner by prescribing distributions of particles or CCN-spectra and neglecting aerosol formation and dynamics. This can be justified by usually very
small model domains and the need of well-defined CCN conditions for the sensitivity studies. In contrast, modern global
climate models are able to consider aerosol composition and
dynamics but are forced to use pragmatic implementations
for aerosol and gas phase chemistry because of the computational burden.
The distribution of aerosol and clouds are also influenced
by mesoscale features like e.g., anthropogenic and natural
emissions, land sea distribution and topography. Recent studies have shown the ability of mesoscale models to represent
the interaction of aerosol particles with clouds and the advantages of their use (Cheng et al., 2010; Ntelekos et al.,
2009; Guohui et al., 2009; Muhlbauer and Lohmann, 2009;
Ivanova and Leighton, 2008). With mesoscale models it is
possible to represent aerosol and clouds with a comparable
level of complexity; yet, just a few models are able to treat
all of these processes together (Zhang, 2008).
Because a significant fraction of global CCN is produced
by nucleation and condensation of aerosol particles from
gaseous precursors (Merikanto et al., 2009), the treatment
of detailed gas phase chemistry is crucial in the estimation of
the impact of anthropogenic emissions on clouds and precipitation.
In this study we simulate the spatial distributions of
aerosol particles and clouds as well as their interaction on
the regional scale with a coupled mesoscale atmosphere and
chemistry model. We investigate which processes and feedbacks occur on this scale to help close the gap between the
scale of single cloud studies and global models in our understanding of aerosol cloud interactions.
We use the online coupled mesoscale atmosphere and
chemistry model COSMO-ART (Vogel et al., 2009) to calculate the distribution and chemical composition of the aerosol
particles and, therefore, the distribution of available CCN on
the basis of natural and anthropogenic emissions and on the
basis of detailed calculations of the gas phase chemistry. We
extended the cloud scheme of the model to include the impact of aerosol particles on the warm cloud microphysics.
With this model we are able to simulate the gases, aerosols,
and clouds with a comparable level of complexity on the regional scale.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 4411–4423, 2011

After a short description of the treatment of the aerosol
cloud interactions in the model, we present results of simulations for the domain of Europe. We discuss the distributions
of aerosol particles, CCN, and clouds on the regional scale
and their correlations amongst one another as well as the correlation with the orographic conditions. At last we address
the net impact of the aerosol on precipitation for a period of
two days. We calculate the precipitation susceptibility for
the whole model domain in an hourly resolution to investigate and quantify the net response of the precipitation on the
regional scale to a change in the aerosol.
2

Model description

Studying the interaction of aerosol particles and the atmosphere with a numerical model at a specific scale requires
the treatment of the relevant physical, chemical, and aerosol
dynamical processes at a comparable level of complexity.
To fulfil these requirements we developed the model system COSMO-ART for the regional to continental scale.
COSMO-ART is based on the non-hydrostatic weather forecast model COSMO (Consortium for Small-scale Modelling,
Steppeler et al., 2003) of the Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD)
and is online coupled with comprehensive modules for gas
phase chemistry and aerosol dynamics. ART stands for
Aerosols and Reactive Trace gases. The online coupling
is realized in a consistent way using the same grid for all
scalars, e.g. temperature, humidity, and gas phase concentrations. For processes affecting all scalars, as for example
advection, the same numerical schemes are applied.
COSMO-ART includes complex photochemistry to calculate the temporal and spatial distribution of the gaseous precursors of secondary aerosol particles. An extended version
of MADEsoot (Riemer et al., 2003) represents the aerosol
population within COSMO-ART by several overlapping lognormal distributions
!
ln2 D/D̄l
Nl
1
exp
.
(1)
nl (D) = √
D 2π lnσl
2ln2 σl
nl (D) is the size distribution function of mode l, D is the
particle diameter, Nl is the number concentration, σl is the
geometric standard deviation and D l is the geometric median
diameter of mode l.
For submicron particles five modes are used. Two modes
represent secondary, internally mixed particles consisting of
sulphate, ammonium, nitrate, secondary organic compounds,
and water. One mode represents pure soot. Two more modes
represent aged soot particles consisting of sulphate, ammonium, nitrate, organic compounds, water, and soot in an internal mixture. All modes are subject to intra- and intermodal
coagulation. Furthermore, three modes, which represent sea
salt particles, are used. Since only the very southern part
of the model domain was affected by mineral dust particles
during the investigated period, mineral dust particles are not
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/4411/2011/
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considered in this study. The sources for the particulate mass
are the binary nucleation of sulphuric acid and water, condensation of gases on the particles and, in case of soot and
sea salt particles, the direct emissions. A detailed description of the emission inventories is given in Sect. 2.4. The
nucleation rates are calculated using the parameterization of
Kerminen and Wexler (1994).
A detailed description of the model is given in Vogel
et al. (2009).
2.1

CCN calculation

COSMO-ART is capable of detailed simulations of the
aerosol size distribution, the chemical composition and the
mixing state of the aerosol. Hence, we can use all this information for the calculation of the CCN.
We calculate the available CCN based on the classical
Köhler theory (Köhler, 1936). For the representation of the
internal chemical mixture of the particles we follow the approach of Hänel (1976). We assume ideal solutions, because
the non-ideal behaviour of solution droplets depends on the
droplet size. For each mode l the minimum dry diameter Dl∗ ,
which is a function of the chemical composition, is calculated for a specific maximum supersaturation s:
4A3
Dl∗ =
27B̄l s 2

Mw

!1/3
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B̄l is the mean hygroscopicity parameter for the chemical
composition of the particles in mode l, A is the curvature
parameter, σw is the surface tension, ρw the density and Mw
the molecular weight of water, νi is the dissociation factor, εi
the soluble fraction, Mi the molecular weight, ρi the density,
ri the mass mixing ratio of component i in mode l, R is the
universal gas constant and T is the temperature.
Finally the integration of the size distribution of each mode
l and summation of all modes results in the number of available CCN:
∞
XZ
CCN(s) =
nl (D)dD.
(3)
l

2.2

Dl∗

Activation rate

The main challenge in linking aerosol particles with clouds
in a three dimensional model is the calculation of the activation rate of the particles, which depends on the maximum
supersaturation that occurs during the formation of the cloud
droplets.
For the activation of the aerosol particles the mechanistic
parameterization of Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000) is used.
Here, the maximum supersaturation smax in an ascending air
parcel is calculated on the basis of the aerosol properties and
the updraft velocity. For this purpose, four dimensionless parameters were derived and determined by means of detailed
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/4411/2011/
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parcel simulations. To account for size-dependent growth kinetics we are using an average modified diffusivity of water
vapour (Fountoukis and Nenes, 2005).
In contrast to global models, mesoscale models with spatial resolutions of 2 to 20 km can simulate the location and
the characteristics of larger individual cloud systems. But,
the updraft velocities during cloud formation cannot be reproduced quantitatively by the simulated grid-scale vertical
velocity w. This will cause a strong underestimation of updrafts in the model and will cause underpredictions of supersaturation, which result in too low cloud droplet number
(CDN) concentrations. To consider the impact of subgridscale updrafts at the cloud base, we use the pragmatic approach of Lohmann et al. (1999) by adding an additional factor to w, which is proportional to the square root of the turbulent kinetic energy TKE. To include radiative cooling and
heating and, thereby, the formation of fog in the activation
parameterization, a pseudo updraft velocity is calculated and
added to w (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). Thus, the updraft
wcb , which is used for the calculation of the supersaturation,
becomes:


√
cp dT
wcb = w + 0.7 TKE −
,
(4)
g dt rad
where g is the acceleration of gravity and cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure.
Because the activation parameterization results only in
a number of activated particles, one has to calculate the rate
of the activation in the model. Most models (e.g., Lohmann
et al., 2007; Storelvmo et al., 2006) calculate the activation
rate by dividing the difference between the parameterized
number of activated particles and the number of pre-existing
cloud droplets by the time step interval. In global models,
this can be justified by the coarse resolution in space and
time. In a mesoscale model, the dimensions of the clouds
and their different developing stages can be resolved in more
detail; therefore, the activation rate has to be derived on the
basis of the cloud dynamics.
The activation rate of the aerosol particles, respectively the
nucleation rate of cloud droplets, is derived following Ghan
and Abdul-Razzak (1997). Thereby, in-cloud activation of
particles is not possible, and two cases are distinguished.
Particles can get activated only in the case of a newly formed
cloud or by vertical transport into the cloud base. For a “new”
cloud the parameterized CCN(smax ) concentration is used directly as the number of activated aerosols for this time step.
In case of an “old” cloud, the advection and turbulent diffusion into the cloud are considered. The activation rate for an
“old” cloud then becomes:
ACT = −

∂
∂
∂
CCNcb (smax )w + K CCNcb (smax ),
∂z
∂z ∂z

(5)

where z is the vertical coordinate, CCNcb (smax ) is the parameterized number of CCN(smax ) below the cloud, and K is the
turbulent diffusion coefficient.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 4411–4423, 2011
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In this study activation scavenging of aerosol particles is
not considered. Consequently, in-cloud aerosol and in-cloud
processing of the aerosol particles are not considered.
2.3

Cloud scheme

Ni (T ) = N0i e0.2(T0 −T ) ,

The cloud scheme is an extended version of the one moment bulk scheme used for operational weather forecast with
the COSMO model (Doms et al., 2005). The scheme includes prognostic equations for the mass mixing ratio of
cloud water, rain water, cloud ice and snow. We expanded
this scheme with a prognostic equation for the cloud droplet
number concentration. For the representation of autoconversion, accretion, and self-collection of cloud drops, the twomoment parameterizations of Seifert and Beheng (2001) are
used. The autoconversion rate is inversely proportional to the
square of the number concentration of cloud droplets (Nc ).
For the cloud droplets a Gamma distribution function is assumed. The autoconversion parameterization relies on a solution of the stochastic collection equation and is well validated against simulations using spectral bin microphysics
(Seifert et al., 2006b). The budget equations for the mixing ratio of cloud water (xc ) and the number concentration of
cloud droplets (Nc ) are:
∂
∂t xc = ADVm + DIFFm + CONDm − AUm − ACCm

+ MELTm − ICEPm ,
∂
∂t Nc = ADVN

(6)

+ DIFFN + ACT − AUN − ACCN

− SCN + MELTN −

heterogeneous nucleation of cloud ice is possible for temperatures below T = 267.15 K and the inital ice crystal number
concentration Ni is based on an updated version of the classical Fletcher-formula (Fletcher, 1962)

ρh
ICEPm ,
mc

where N0i = 100 m−3 and T0 is the temperature at the freezing point (273.15 K). Heterogeneous nucleation of cloud ice
requires water saturation for T > 248.15 K and ice saturation for lower temperatures. To calculate the initial ice mass
mixing ratio an initial mean ice crystal mass of 10−12 kg is
assumed (Doms et al., 2005).
For subgrid-scale convective clouds the Tiedtke scheme
(Tiedtke, 1989) is used, which does not include explicit cloud
microphysics.
2.4

Emissions

The anthropogenic emission data account for traffic emissions, emissions by large point sources, and area sources
such as households and industrial areas and have an hourly
resolution (Pregger et al., 2007). The data include emissions
of the gases SO2 , CO, NOx , NH3 , 32 individual classes of
VOC, and the direct emission of elemental carbon particles.
The emission of sea salt is calculated online as a function
of the wind speed and the sea water temperature. For this
a combination of three individual parameterizations for three
individual size ranges is used (Lundgren, 2006).
The anthropogenic emissions of inorganic and organic
compounds are prescribed with a temporal resolution of one
hour, and the natural emissions are online calculated at each
time step (Vogel et al., 2009).

(7)

where ADVm and ADVN are the tendencies due to advection, DIFFm and DIFFN are the tendencies due to turbulent
diffusion, CONDm is the tendency due to condensation of
water, AUm , AUN , ACCm , ACCN , and SCN are the tendencies due to the autoconversion, accretion, and self-collection,
mc =xc Nc−1 ρh is the mean droplet mass and ρh is the density
of humid air. MELTm and MELTN are the tendencies due to
melting of cloud ice. Cloud ice crystals are assumed to melt
instantaneously when the ambient temperature rises above
0 ◦ C and the melting ice crystal number concentration is assumed to be the maximum of either 100 m−3 or ρh xi /mmax
i ,
−9 kg is
where xi is the ice mass mixing ratio and mmax
=
10
i
the maximum mean ice crystal mass in the model (Doms et
al., 2005). ICEPm is the tendency of cloud water mixing ratio due to microphysical processes with the ice phase. These
are in detail the freezing of droplets, the riming and the shedding on snow. The homogeneous freezing of cloud droplets
occurs at a temperature of 236.15 K, where all cloud water is
assumed to freeze instantaneously. The microphysical processes in the ice phase are calculated with the original one
moment bulk approach of COSMO (Doms et al., 2005). The
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 4411–4423, 2011

(8)

3

Results

With the extended model version of COSMO-ART, the chain
from emission of gases, gas phase chemistry, nucleation of
particles, activation of the particles up to clouds and precipitation on the regional scale can be simulated. Due to this online coupling of gases, aerosol and clouds, different feedback
mechanisms can be considered in the simulations. Clouds
strongly modify the radiation in the atmosphere which has
an impact on photochemistry and dynamics and therefore on
the distribution of aerosol particles. This modifies the number of available CCN and, therefore, has an impact on the
size distribution of the cloud droplets. As a result the autoconversion of droplets to rain can be altered, which can cause
a change in precipitation and by release or absorption of latent heat in different layers, the dynamics can be influenced.
The change in precipitation consequently alters the aerosol
distribution by washout of particles. The change in dynamics can also change the emissions of sea salt, which can cause
a strong change in the number of available CCN especially
in clean marine air.
Figure 1 gives an overview of the feedback mechanisms
which are treated in this application of COSMO-ART.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/4411/2011/
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Table 1. Simulation description.
Simulation
A
B

Period
16–20 August 2005
19–20 August 2005

Aerosol

Initial Data

Simulated, 8 Modes
Constant, homogenous

ECMWF
Simulation A

Fig. 1. Feedback mechanisms considered in COSMO-ART. Grey
arrows indicate feedbacks that are neglected in this study.

The extended model system COSMO-ART is applied to
investigate and quantify the interaction of aerosol particles,
CCN and clouds on the regional scale. In this first application
we addressed the following questions:
1. Are there systematic patterns in the distributions of
aerosol number and mass concentration, CCN number
concentration, and CDN concentration? Are there close
links between them?
2. Is there a relation between CCN, terrain slope, and
cloud droplet number concentrations?
3. How are precipitation patterns altered when the interaction of aerosol particles and warm cloud processes are
taken into account?
3.1

Model setup

A horizontal grid size of 0.125◦ (∼14 km) in both horizontal directions and 40 vertical levels up to a height of 20 km
were used. The meteorological initial and boundary conditions are taken from the IFS model analyses of ECMWF. For
the gaseous compounds and the aerosol particles, clean air
conditions are prescribed. The analyses are used to update
the meteorological boundary conditions every six hours. At
the lateral boundaries a buffer zone is applied for all variables, according to the standard procedure of the COSMO
model.
The simulation domain covers large parts of Europe and
the Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 2). The simulation period is 16–
20 August 2005. The domain and period are identical to the
high cloud cover case in Vogel et al. (2009) in which the
direct radiation feedback of the aerosol particles has been investigated and a comprehensive comparison of the simulated
aerosol distributions with COSMO-ART to observations has
been carried out.
Until 18 August the domain is mainly influenced by a high
pressure ridge over Europe. During the following days a high
level trough approached Europe and caused a cyclogenesis
over the Benelux. This yielded cloudy conditions, precipitation, and westerly winds for large parts of Europe. During the last two days of the period a frontal system passed
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/4411/2011/

Fig. 2. Terrain height within the model domain.

France and Germany. This caused an enhanced development
of clouds in the frontal area and a change in air mass from
warm continental to cool maritime air.
Two simulations were performed. In the simulation A the
whole period from 16–20 August 2005 was simulated including all feedback processes described in Sect. 2. As we want
to focus on the aerosol cloud interaction in this study, the
direct radiation feedback of the aerosol particles with the radiation was switched off. Therefore, all feedbacks shown in
this study are caused by the impact of the aerosol particles on
the cloud microphysics. The first day was used to spin up the
model and build up the aerosol concentration. For the analysis of the distribution of CCN and of the cloud properties the
18–20 August period was used. Simulation B was performed
to quantify the impact of changes in aerosol concentration
on cloud properties and precipitation. This simulation covers only the last two days of the period, where most of the
precipitation occurred. The initial values for simulation B
were taken from simulation A at 19 August, 00:00 UTC. In
contrast to simulation A, a fixed aerosol concentration was
prescribed in simulation B for the whole simulation domain
(Table 1). The prescribed aerosol concentration is identical to
the conditions at a single grid point in South-West Germany
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 4411–4423, 2011
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Fig. 3. CCN spectrum of the prescribed aerosol in simulation B.
(a)

at 19 August, 09:00 UTC, which represents approximately
the average aerosol conditions during the simulation period.
These values were kept constant and were used at all grid
points in simulation B. The corresponding CCN spectrum of
the prescribed aerosol concentration is depicted in Fig. 3.
3.2

Distribution of aerosols, cloud condensation nuclei,
and cloud droplet number

Figure 4a shows the total number concentration of the simulated aerosol averaged over the period 18–20 August and
over the height interval 0 to 1500 m. The highest number concentrations are found above Spain. Clean air is advected over areas with high emissions, which leads to the
formation of new particles with small diameters. High particle number concentrations are also simulated above SouthGermany. The corresponding distribution of the simulated
CCN (0.1 %) number concentrations for simulation A are
given in Fig. 4b. Above the Atlantic the CCN number concentrations are below 50 cm−3 . It is evident that the spatial patterns of aerosol number concentrations and of CCN
(0.1 %) are quite different. High CCN number concentrations
on the order of 600 cm−3 are simulated in the southern part
of Germany and in the northern part of the Po Valley. Comparing Fig. 4a and b shows that there is no obvious correlation between total aerosol number concentration and CCN
(0.1 %) number concentration. We found the same for the
aerosol mass concentration and CCN (0.1 %) number concentration. For example, over the ocean total aerosol mass
concentration can be very high due to large sea salt particles
but the CCN (0.1 %) number concentration is very low. We
also calculated the CCN at other supersaturations and found
that the pattern of the CCN strongly depends on the supersaturation. This shows that the distribution of CCN strongly
depends on the size distributions and the chemical compositions of the aerosol particles, which determine the shapes of
the CCN spectra and, therefore, the distribution of CCN at
different supersaturations.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 4411–4423, 2011

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4. Simulated spatial distributions (Simulation A) of (a) average aerosol number concentration, (b) average CCN (0.1 %) number concentration and (c) average CDN concentration for the height
interval 0 to 1500 m a.s.l. and the time period 18–20 August 2005.
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3.3

TS in 10-3
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Terrain slope, condensation nuclei and cloud
droplet number

0
0

1
TS(i,j ) = 41x
(|h(i,j ) − h(i − 1,j )| + |h(i,j ) − h(i + 1,j )|

(9)

in which h is the terrain height and 1x is the horizontal grid
size.
The dependency of average CDN on CCN (0.1 %) and TS
are given in Fig. 5a. The figure shows that the highest CDN
concentrations are found in areas where the terrain slope is
high.
Complex topography is able to modify the vertical wind
field in the atmosphere. With the performed regional scale
simulations we are able to resolve the mesoscale impact of
the terrain slope on the vertical wind velocities. The Distribution functions nw of the simulated vertically averaged
grid-scale vertical velocities inside the clouds are shown in
Fig. 5b. When TS is increasing, the mean grid-scale vertical
velocity within the clouds is increasing.
In flat areas with TS lower than 0.01, the negative and the
positive vertical velocities occur with equal frequency. 75 %
of the vertical velocities within the clouds are greater than
zero, when TS is larger than 0.01. This implies that in mountainous areas clouds are on average mainly in a development
stage in which new particles can get activated. This explains
the average higher CDN concentrations in the mountainous
areas. Reutter et al. (2009) defined aerosol- and updraftlimited regimes of cloud droplet formation. They found that
for a high ratio of updraft velocity and aerosol number concentration the CDN concentration is very sensitive to changes
in aerosol number concentration, where for low ratios the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/4411/2011/
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The number of droplets inside a cloud depends on a variety
of processes. On the one hand, the vertical velocity and the
aerosol population determine the number of activated particles and, therefore, the initial CDN. On the other hand the
microphysical processes inside the cloud change the cloud
droplet spectra during the development of the cloud in time.
With regional scale simulations it is possible to consider the
complex topography which has local and systematic impact
on the state of the atmosphere and therefore on, for instance,
the vertical wind field. Based on our results we checked if
there is a relation between terrain slope, CCN, and CDN. We
use a very basic approach to quantify the terrain slope TS at
a certain grid point by

+|h(i,j ) − h(i,j − 1)| + |h(i,j ) − h(i,j + 1)|),

CDN in cm-3

Figure 4c shows the corresponding simulated CDN concentrations. The average CDN concentrations reach their
highest values, on the order of 400 cm−3 , above France,
Benelux, and Germany. Above the Atlantic CDN concentrations are below 50 cm−3 . The pattern of the CDN concentration shows a very patchy distribution. The highest concentrations are found in the vicinity of mountainous regions. We
investigated this in more details.
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TS < 0.01
0.01 < TS < 0.02
0.02 < TS
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0
-40

(b)

-20
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Fig. 5. (a) Dependence of CDN concentrations on terrain slope parameter TS and CCN (0.1 %) concentration for 18–20 August 2005
(b) Cumulative percentage contribution nw of the grid-scale incloud vertical velocity for different values of TS for 18–20 August 2005. CDN and CCN concentrations as well as the in-cloud
vertical velocity are vertical averages for 0 to 1500 m a.s.l. (Simulation A).

CDN is relatively insensitive to changes in the aerosol number concentration.
We found that similar regimes can be separated in terms
of average CDN, CCN, and TS. In mountainous areas the
CCN are the dominant factor, whereas in flat areas the average CDN is less sensitive to changes in CCN. This can be
explained by the dependency of aerosol activation on updraft
velocity and aerosol number.
To simulate the interaction of aerosol particles with clouds
in modern global climate models, the subgrid-scale vertical
velocities are crucial for the calculation of aerosol activation.
Because the spatial resolution is too coarse to resolve the updrafts during cloud development, parameterizations have to
be used. Many climate models integrate the activation parameterization for a given probability density function (PDF)
of the vertical velocity to calculate the aerosol activation in
one grid box. For this approach, the PDF of the subgrid-scale
vertical velocity must be known. A common approach is to
use the grid-scale vertical velocity as the centre of the PDF
and to determine the width corresponding to the turbulence
e.g., the vertical eddy diffusivity or the turbulent kinetic energy (e.g., Storelvmo et al., 2006).
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 4411–4423, 2011
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From our findings we suggest a parameterization of the
PDF of subgrid-scale vertical velocities in climate models
which also takes the effect of subgrid-scale terrain slope (TS)
into account. A first pragmatic approach is to determine the
centre of the PDF wPDF as a linear function of the grid averaged subgrid-scale TS, TS,
wPDF = a · TS,

(10)

where a ≈ 2.8 m s−1 is a rough estimate, based on the data
depicted in Fig. 5b. An improved formulation of the parameterization, based on a statistical analysis of model results that
cover a period of several years with a high spatial resolution,
will be presented in a future study. Such a parameterization
results in more realistic cloud droplet numbers in mountainous regions. For climate models without the representation
of aerosols, a pragmatic parameterization of CDN as a function of TS could be developed.
3.4

(a)

Aerosol number concentrations in the vicinity
of clouds
(b)

In several measurement studies (Weigelt et al., 2009; Twohy
et al., 2002; Keil and Wendisch, 2001; Hegg et al., 1990)
high number concentrations of aerosol particles, respectively
CCN, were found in the vicinity of clouds. Radke and
Hobbs (1990) suggested that the vertical transport of precursor gases, the enhanced photolysis above the cloud and the
high humidity in these regions can cause nucleation events
and as a consequence high number concentrations of aerosol
particles close to the clouds. To see if this process is important in our simulations, we first identified where the major nucleation events occur. We checked the extent to which
COSMO-ART is able to reproduce this feature.
Figure 6a shows the time evolution of the profile of the
horizontally averaged difference in the total aerosol number concentration of cloudy to cloud free grid points. The
difference is mainly positive with high values in the free
troposphere during midday. In Fig. 6b, the time evolution
of the profile of horizontally averaged nucleation is shown.
The criterion for a nucleation event is a change of more
than 104 particles h−1 cm−3 in the smallest aerosol mode.
In our simulations the nucleation of particles occurs in the
late morning in the free troposphere. The nucleation is
strongest at 19 August, with a maximum at an altitude of approximately 5000 m a.s.l. The occurrence of the nucleation
events is consistent with the maximum differences in the total aerosol number. The higher aerosol number in the vicinity
of clouds can therefore be explained by more effective nucleation close to the clouds. This supports the findings of the
aforementioned studies.
Finally, this has an impact on the number of available CCN
in areas where clouds develop. Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the profile of the ratio of horizontally averaged CCN
(0.1 %) at grid cells containing cloud water and of horizontally averaged CCN (0.1 %) at cloud free grid cells. Below
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 4411–4423, 2011

Fig. 6. (a) Time evolution of the profile of the difference in the
horizontally averaged total aerosol number concentration of cloudy
to cloud free grid points, (b) time evolution of the profile of the
horizontally averaged nucleation rate.

Fig. 7. Time evolution of the profile of the ratio of horizontally
averaged CCN (0.1 %) concentrations at grid cells containing cloud
water and at cloud free grid cells.

1000 m a.s.l. the ratio is close to 1 and then increases monotonically up to a ratio of 10 in 5000 m a.s.l. This ratio is
nearly constant during the passage of the front system from
19–20 August. In the free troposphere, the simulated number
concentration of CCN (0.1 %) is much higher in areas where
the clouds develop than in the cloud free surroundings.
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Despite the fact that the enhanced nucleation plays a crucial role here, vertical transport of particles is also important.
Flossmann (1998) showed that in a medium-sized convective
cloud up to 70 % of the particulate mass can be transported
into the free troposphere and can cause an accumulation of
particles above the cloud.
3.5

Aerosols, clouds, and precipitation

The net impact of aerosol on clouds and precipitation can
hardly be quantified in general because of the regimedependent complex interactions (Stevens and Feingold,
2009). Besides the direct impact of aerosol on cloud microphysics due to changes in CCN number and therefore
changes in droplet size, the dynamics and the atmospheric
water cycle play an important role for the development of
the clouds and the formation of precipitation (Sandu et al.,
2008, 2009; Khain et al., 2008). Stevens and Feingold (2009)
pointed out that interactions on different spatial and temporal scales can buffer the impact of aerosol changes to some
extent. How efficient these buffering processes are is not yet
known.
With simulations of several days for a large model domain,
we are able to treat the direct microphysical response of the
cloud to aerosol changes and also the resulting macrophysical feedbacks on dynamics and on the water cycle. Therefore, we are able to investigate in which way aerosol alters
the net response of cloud properties and precipitation.
Introducing a perturbation in regional-scale atmospheric
simulations, due to new physical processes or artificially, will
in general result in a perturbed precipitation distribution due
to e.g., spatial shifts in the location of locally isolated cloud
systems after several simulation days. For this reason we
will focus on a short simulation period of two days from 19–
20 August 2005 for the analysis of the aerosol precipitation
interaction.
In Fig. 8a the difference of the mean CDN concentration
between simulation A and B are shown for the period of 19–
20 August 2005. The simulated aerosol particles in simulation A cause lower CDN over the ocean and higher CDN
over the continent and the Northern Sea compared to the prescribed aerosol in simulation B. The changes in mean CDN
are directly related to the different availability of CCN in the
two simulations.
The difference in CDN is reflected in the difference of the
mean droplet size for most parts of the model domain, but
there are also local regions, e.g. some parts over Western Germany, where the mean cloud droplet size is bigger despite the
higher mean CDN (Fig. 8b). Dynamic feedbacks and, therefore, changes in the condensation overcome the initial impact
of the aerosol on the microphysics in these areas.
Figure 9a shows the total accumulated precipitation of run
A for the 19–20 August 2005. Over the Atlantic Ocean weak
precipitation was produced by warm stratocumulus clouds.
The precipitation amount did not exceed 5 mm in this area
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/4411/2011/

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. Difference in the (a) average CDN concentration and (b) the
average mean cloud droplet diameter between simulation A and B
for 0 to 1500 m a.s.l. and 19–20 August 2005.

during this period. The highest precipitation amounts with
values up to more than 30 mm occurred in the region of the
Alps, the southern part of Germany, in France, and around
the depression over the Northern Sea. The precipitation in
these areas is produced mainly by mixed phase clouds.
The difference of the total accumulated grid-scale precipitation of A and B are depicted in Fig. 9b. Over the ocean
the lower CCN number and, consequently, the bigger mean
cloud droplet size caused an increase of the precipitation
amount in the order of a few mm for the whole area. This is
directly related to the more efficient formation of warm precipitation in the shallow stratiform clouds due to the lower
CCN number concentration.
In case of the mixed phase cloud system, the impact of
the aerosol changes on the precipitation is quite different.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 4411–4423, 2011
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For the quantification of the impact of the CCN on the
precipitation, the precipitation susceptibility β can be used
(Sorooshian et al., 2009). β is a measure of the response
of the precipitation to changes in CDN or CCN. Here β is
calculated as a function of the vertical mean CCN (0.1 %) for
the model layer 4 to 15 which corresponds to approximately
300 to 2000 m a.s.l. at a certain point of time, CCN, and the
rain amount of the following hour R1h . Precipitation events
with less than 0.01 mm precipitation per hour are neglected.
β =−

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. (a) Accumulated precipitation amount in simulation A for
19–20 August 2005, (b) difference of the accumulated precipitation
amount between simulation A and B for 19–20 August 2005.

Whereas the location of the precipitation events is almost
identical in both simulations, the total amount of the precipitation shows an alternation of increases and decreases. This
is due to temporal and spatial shifts of the precipitation produced by the individual moving cloud systems.
In the areas with mixed phase clouds and higher precipitation amounts, the clouds have, on average, more condensate and higher updrafts inside the clouds in simulation A in
which the CCN number is higher. Therefore, the impact on
the precipitation can be related mainly to dynamical effects,
which can be initially caused by the changes in the aerosol
concentration (Seifert and Beheng, 2006a). But previous and
surrounding clouds can also affect the dynamics in several
ways. Because of the complex non-linear interactions, the
individual processes can hardly be separated.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 4411–4423, 2011

1log(R1h )
1log(CCN)

(11)

β is usually used for warm clouds, where positive values
indicate their typical behaviour with more CCN cause less
rain and negative values indicate more CCN cause more rain.
Negative values of β can only be caused by additional processes and feedbacks besides the direct microphysical impact
of the CCN number concentration on droplet number concentration and on the coagulation of cloud droplets, respectively. In this study β is applied for warm and mixed phase
clouds. In contrast to other studies, which use one representative time during the development of a specific cloud, β is
calculated for each hour and for the whole simulation domain
and, therefore, covers different development stages of clouds.
The advantage of this is that not only the first impact of the
aerosol on the precipitation but also the ongoing feedbacks
during the further cloud development are covered. Aerosol
can, at first, change the precipitation in the early development
of the cloud by modifying the autoconversion which will result in a positive β. This process can then cause a feedback
with the ice phase of the cloud causing a negative β, and then
afterwards, due to a change in condensate in the cloud, β can
change its sign once again. A distribution of β, termed nβ ,
was calculated for the whole model domain and the last two
days of the simulation period for about 110 000 grid points
(Fig. 10). The peak of nβ is at a value of zero. The distribution shows that it is hard to estimate a mean value of β,
for example for climate purposes, because both positive and
negative β occur almost in the same amount. Moreover, what
can be seen by this single simulation, which covers different
cloud types and their development over several days, is that
there is a slight skewness of nβ to positive values of β. This
results in an overall mean β of 0.23 for this simulation.
Sorooshian et al. (2009, 2010) separated different cloud
regimes by correlating β to the cloud liquid water path LWP
for cloud parcel and LES simulations and satellite measurements. They found that β increases with LWP till approximately 0.7–1 kg m−2 and then decreases again. In Fig. 11a, β
is shown as a function of cloud water path for our simulation.
The mean β increases with increasing cloud water path until
0.5 kg m−2 and then stays approximately constant at a value
of 0.4.
To find the LWP for which the impact of CCN on the precipitation is most significant in our simulations independent
of the sign of β, we calculated the absolute value |β| of β
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/4411/2011/
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Fig. 10. Simulated relative distribution nβ of β for intervals of
1β = 0.01 for 19–20 August 2005.
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for all points with an hourly precipitation amount greater
than 0.2 mm. In Fig. 11b, |β| is depicted as a function of
cloud water path. It is increasing up to a value of 1 at
LWP = 0.85 and then decreasing for larger LWP. This result is in agreement with the results found by Sorooshian et
al. (2009, 2010).
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Summary and conclusions

We have extended the model system COSMO-ART to study
the mesoscale processes related with aerosol, CCN and their
interaction with warm cloud microphysics. With this model
we are able to simulate the gases, aerosols and clouds with
a comparable level of complexity and to investigate their interactions on the regional scale.
The model system was applied for Europe for a period in
August 2005. We found that for the simulation of the CCN
distribution, the treatment of aerosol size distribution and
chemical composition is necessary and cannot be replaced
by correlation of CCN with just the aerosol number or mass
concentration.
We discovered that the mean CDN is dependent on the
structure of the terrain and we presented a terrain slope parameter TS to classify this dependency. The dependency of
CDN on the TS could be explained by the different PDF of
in-cloud updrafts for different TS. We propose to use this relationship to parameterize the PDF of subgrid-scale cloud updraft velocity in climate models or directly for mean CDN for
climate models in which no aerosol information is available.
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Fig. 11. (a) Simulated precipitation susceptibility β as a function
of cloud liquid water path LWP for all grid points for 19–20 August 2005 and (b) |β| for all grid points with more than 0.2 mm per
hour for the same period. Shadings show the joint histogram for the
available precipitation data. Dark colors indicate a high density of
data points.

The simulations showed big differences in aerosol number concentration in high altitudes during the late morning as
well as a strong enhancement of CCN with increasing altitude in cloudy areas in comparison to cloud free areas. We
showed that the nucleation of secondary particles is strongly
enhanced above the clouds. This is caused by a more effective photochemistry, humid conditions, and the strong vertical transport of precursor gases in the cloudy areas. The
simulations show that the distribution of CCN and clouds are
strongly correlated with each other. Therefore, the treatment
of complex photochemistry is crucial in atmospheric models
to simulate the distribution of CCN.
We calculated the changes of cloud properties and precipitation for prescribing a fixed aerosol distribution. The
changes in the aerosol and the changes of CDN and mean
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 4411–4423, 2011
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droplet radii showed a clear correlation with more droplets
and smaller radii in areas with more available CCN. For
precipitation the changes showed different behaviours with
a slightly enhanced precipitation in the maritime stratus because of less CCN and spatial and temporal shifts in the precipitation over the continent where mixed phase clouds are
dominant. To quantify the impact of the aerosol on the precipitation, we calculated the precipitation susceptibility β for
each time step and for the whole model domain. The distribution function of the susceptibility showed that both positive and negative values occur almost with equal frequency,
but that the distribution has a slight skewness to positive values and a mean β of 0.23. In our simulations clouds with
a liquid water path LWP of approximately 0.85 kg m−2 are
most susceptible to aerosol changes with a absolute β of 1
and the mean β for LWP between 0.5 kg m−2 and 1 kg m−2
is approximately 0.4.
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